




Magazine Design 
Part 1: Designing Dynamic Covers 

Image source: www.hypebeast.com 

When designing a magazine cover, the goal  
is to make a cover that both represents the contents 
of the magazine and visually jumps out from the 
sales rack. 	




Letter size (8.5 x11) is the standard size at 
which magazines appear in the U.S. This refers 
to the finished size, which is folded in half from 
tabloid-sized paper (11 x17). Magazines printed 
outside the U.S. often appear in A4 size. 
 
Digest Size 
Letter-size (8.5 x 11) paper folded in half. 
Folded size is 5.5 x 8.25 inches.	


Image source: www.magazines.com 

Magazine Design 
Publication Sizes 
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Magazine Design 
Publication Sizes 

Letter size (8.5 x11) is the standard size at 
which magazines appear in the U.S. This refers 
to the finished size, which is folded in half from 
tabloid-sized paper (11 x17). Magazines printed 
outside the U.S. often appear in A4 size. 
 
Digest Size 
Letter-size (8.5 x 11) paper folded in half. 
Folded size is 5.5 x 8.25 inches.	




A magazine cover is representative of its contents.  
 
It should be visually striking, should make a 
passerby want to pick up the issue and read it  
and should provide a preview of the theme  
and interior contents before opening the magazine.  

Image source: http://www.lat34.com 

Magazine Design 
Purpose 



Cover images should have substance and 
should relate to the content of that particular 
issue. Images should be dynamic, captivating 
and professional.  
 
You can experiment with taking your own 
photos and retouching them in Photoshop, or 
you can use a professional stock imagery site 
for images (such as iStockphoto.com or 
Veer.com) 

Image source:www.solomotion.com 

Designing Dynamic Covers 
Images 



Titles and cover lines should be shown clearly 
and legibly and should work (not compete)  
with the text.  
 
Cover lines should use unified fonts and colors, 
but can also experiment with creative 
typographic treatments. 

Image source: www. http://buzzworthy.mtv.com 

Designing Dynamic Covers 
Titles and Text 



There are several important elements that are 
essential to magazine cover design. 
 
Masthead: The magazine title. This is always 
presented in the same typeface, much like a 
logo, as an identifying visual element.  
 
Selling line: Short description of magazine’s 
focus. This is used as a selling and branding 
feature. (ex: Print Magazine’s selling line is 
“Design Culture motion”) 
 
Dateline: Month and year that the magazine is 
published, and volume (if applicable). Price is 
generally included here also.  
 
Cover image: Primary photograph or 
illustration used on the magazine cover. 

Image source: www.cmykmag.com 

Designing Dynamic Covers 
Cover Elements 



Cover lines: Issue’s interior content; typically a 
list of several features stories. Cover lines 
should be legible; content should use a 
minimally selected font and color palette and 
should not compete with the cover image or run 
over it in a way that makes the text unreadable.

  
Feature cover line: Can be used to separate 
one feature story from the other articles. This is 
larger and more visually prominent than the 
other cover lines. 
 
Bar code: Used by retailers to scan price 
information. 
 
Once initially laid out, the cover is generally 
saved as a template to be used in future issues. 
This ensures that the masthead, selling line, 
dateline and barcode always remain in the 
same location from one issue to another. Image source: www.cmykmag.com 

Designing Dynamic Covers 
Cover Elements 



If a design is meant to run to the edges, add a 
“bleed.”  

A bleed is a small amount (1/8 to 1/4 inch) that 
extends past the size of your design and is later 
cut away to make the final “trim” size.  

This is done because designs cannot be printed 
to the edge of a page. 

Be sure that all essential text and images are 
far enough away from the edge of the trim area 
that they will not accidentally be cut off. 

Image source: http://www.magazine-agent.com 

Designing Dynamic Covers 
Bleed and Trim 


